Length of tooth survival in older adults with complex medical, functional and dental backgrounds.
Tooth loss can be considered a failure of current oral health care strategies. Knowing how soon this failure will occur can help clinicians enhance preventive strategies for preventing tooth loss and minimizing its impact. The authors conducted a study to detail tooth survival patterns in an older cohort. The authors conducted a retrospective longitudinal study of 491 participants aged 43 to 102 years. They treated the participants' dental conditions before they entered the study. They also collected participants' sociodemographic, medical, functional, cognitive and dental data when they first arrived at the clinic. The authors used Fisher exact tests, χ(2) tests and analysis of variance to examine the association between baseline characteristics and tooth survival. They generated Kaplan-Meier estimates and used Cox proportional hazards regression models to detail tooth survival and associated risk factors. The authors found that tooth survival patterns differed among participants who had different numbers of carious teeth or retained roots (carious or broken teeth that were missing most of their coronal structures) when they first arrived at the clinic (P < .001) and between participants who wore removable prostheses and those who did not (P = .02). Participants' tooth loss at different times differed by sex, number of medications being taken and number of carious teeth or retained roots. The authors found that after they adjusted for other factors, tooth survival was associated with the number of carious teeth or retained roots (P = .01), as well as the interaction between the number of carious teeth or retained roots and use of prostheses (P = .02). Caries and the use of removable prostheses synergistically compromised tooth survival in older patients. Patients who wore prostheses and had multiple active carious teeth or retained roots at arrival had the highest risk of losing teeth soon after their existing conditions were treated. These findings highlight the need for preventing tooth loss in older adults who wear removable prostheses and have poor oral health. Knowing the groups at the highest risk of experiencing tooth loss soon after dental treatment is received can help dentists better target and design preventive strategies.